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Season 1, Episode 8
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If That Happened, That Would Be...



Akane visits Yamada’s high school’s school festival, the “Higashinari Festival,” along with the other guild members. Eita and Mr. Kamota stop by to enjoy one of the student-run maid cafés, but Runa on the other hand begins to experience intense stomach pains from the pressure she was feeling around taking the entrance exams for this high school the following year. She makes a dash for the restroom, and Akane feeling concerned for her, stands in front of the restroom to wait for her. Yamada appears before her, and the two end up walking around the school doing some shopping later on. Upon seeing Yamada walking alongside a woman, the surrounding students begin causing a ruckus...
Quest roles:
Yuka Nukui(Student (voice)), Yuusuke Kobayashi(Takeaki Okamoto (voice)), Riho Sugiyama(Nurse (voice)), Hiyori Kouno(Student (voice)), Anna Nagase(Student (voice)), Natsumi Hioka(Student (voice)), Kaito Takeda(Student (voice)), Keisuke Hamaoka(Inoue (voice)), Miyari Nemoto(Student (voice)), Mari Kawano(Student (voice)), Nao Ojika(Student (voice)), Yohei Matsuoka(Student (voice)), Yuri Ise(Student (voice))


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
21 May 2023, 00:30
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